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Storage infrastructure is an investment. It’s one your
business relies on today to support tomorrow. And as the
demands on your applications increase, that investment
has to deliver “painlessly” into the future.
You’re done with the surprises
We know you’re tired of dealing with the unpleasant surprises that come with storage—
unplanned downtime, forklift upgrades, a price for every feature, and ever-increasing support
costs. So, we’ve made it easy for you to switch to a radically simpler storage experience
without the headaches. An experience that stays simple even as your business grows and
needs evolve.

No forklift upgrades

99.9999% guarantee

Cloud ready

All-inclusive software

Flat support
pricing forever

Free controller
upgrade options
Your satisfaction
is guaranteed
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99.9999% guarantee
Say goodbye to the anxiety and disruption of unexpected downtime. HPE Nimble Storage,
delivers and guarantees six 9s of availability across its entire installed base.1 This guarantee
is standard on all new and existing arrays, costs nothing, and contains no onerous terms. If
you experience less than six nines availability, receive support credit(s) at no cost.2

No forklift upgrades
Forget costly and disruptive platform “rip and replace” cycles. Your HPE Nimble Storage
arrays easily grow with your business. The value of your flash storage is protected
through simple hardware and software upgrades—along with scale-up and scale-out for
nondisruptive performance and capacity growth.

All-inclusive software
All software features are included when you purchase HPE Nimble Storage products. We
don’t charge extra for features like encryption, replication, snapshots, or HPE InfoSight. And
when we deliver new NimbleOS features and enhancements, they are included as long as
you have a valid support contract.

Flat support pricing forever
Make the most of your flash storage and use it for as long as you want. Don’t give in
to hardware replacements because of out-of-control support prices. We guarantee flat
maintenance and support pricing for the life of the product.

Cloud ready
Hybrid IT is in your future. And, HPE Nimble Storage arrays are cloud ready. They give
you the flexibility to create a multicloud environment and easily migrate data between
on‑premises flash arrays and the public cloud with HPE Cloud Volumes.
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Free controller upgrade options
You want the latest and greatest, but that has always meant committing to a costly refresh
cycle. What if your infrastructure just kept getting faster and faster?
With the option to receive a free, faster controller, you’ll stay current with free faster upgrades.
• “3 + 3” year plan with faster controller3—Option to buy three years of support and upon
an additional 3-year renewal, you will receive a free controller upgrade guaranteed to be at
least 25% faster.
• 5-year plan with faster controller4—Option to buy five years of support and receive a free
controller upgrade guaranteed to be at least 25% faster after three years.

Instead of an asset that depreciates, you can get one
that appreciates.
Your satisfaction is guaranteed
We guarantee that you’ll love your new arrays. You can experience HPE Nimble Storage for
30 days at no risk.5 We’re confident that you’ll join 10,000+ customers and be absolutely
pleased with your arrays and the radically simpler storage experience.

Learn more at
3, 4
5

Subject to HPE Customer Terms—Portfolio.

hpe.com/us/en/storage/nimble.html

See HPE Nimble Storage Satisfaction
Guarantee for details

Make the right purchase
decision. Click here to
chat with our presales
specialists.

Sign up for updates
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